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TOPIC 

 

     User interfaces (UIs) are important to facilitate easy 

learning and operating with IT applications, 

especially in the medical field. User interfaces must 

be optimized, intuitive and designed  to meet user 

needs. Technology used in developing intuitive and 

optimized UI, has great importance  to  accomplish 

these expectations.  
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OBJECTIVES 

 

The present work aims to create a web interface for a online 

medical app, using a specific technology (HTML table design 

combined with CSS3) for a complex web application, as an 

alternative to DIV technology - based web layouts.  

 

A new prototype layout using HTML TD technique, as a reliable 

alternative to current icMED web interface application, was 

proposed though collaboration with icMED research team.  
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METHODS 

 

 Using  HTML table coding, in combination with CSS3, as an 

alternative to DIV tehnology, a "fluid design" layout proposal has 

been developed for icMED online medical application. 

 

 A  graphical interface, without additional external graphics or 

source images, exclusively from code was designed. 

 

 Designing the new icMed interface using only HTML and CSS code 

and scripts, without external image sources. 

 

 Identification labels used inside input-fields to save layout space  
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METHODS 

 

 Using  HTML table properties like width and height, instead of CSS 

properties. 

 

 Using tables properties in percent to achieve resolution 

adaptability 
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CURRENT ICMED INTERFACE  

The current icMed web application is developed using fixed DIVs and a fixed 

resolution, with layout designed with external image and graphical source. 



PROPOSED NEW INTERFACE 

The new responsive web interface developed using HTML table and with no 

image or graphical source (just from code lines), adaptable at any resolution 

between 350px and 1920px. 



PROPOSED NEW INTERFACE 

Simulated prototyped icMED layout adaptation on smart phone 



PROPOSED NEW INTERFACE 

Identification text inside dynamic text field  

o  To save layout space, fixed identification labels inside input-text-fields were   

     used. 

o  This was made possible by coding value "value=" identification text" in the  

     html code assigned field 

 



TESTING 

 

     Currently having a consistent group of medical staff using the 

application (aprox. 8.000) the new interface is in testing and 

collecting of feedback comments.  

 

     During the testing process the icMED’s users will provide 

information for the following parameters:  

 ease of navigation 

 display or interpretation errors 

 intuitive navigation improvements  

 adaptability errors to media screens. 

 



RESULTS 

 

 The new developed prototype interface, using HTML table 

technology and CSS3 language, as an alternative to HTML DIV 

technologies is shown in the figure. Advantages: 

 

  - simplified CSS code  

  - larger space for other design elements using identification   

    labels inside text fields 

  - adaptability to any resolution between 350px and 1920px. 

  - the tables with their properties, instead of fixed DIVs with   

       CSS properties  

 

 

 

 

 

 



CONCLUSION 

 

 

     These methods represent viable alternatives to DIV 

technology, being widely used by most developers for 

building web interfaces.  

 

     These methods and techniques presented are proofs 

that adaptive dynamic web interfaces might be 

developed through combining HTML table with various 

web interface  technologies. 
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